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By an extension of Ewsrd’s “diaphragm” concept outside the wing
tip, the present paper presents two approximate methods for calculating
the aerodynamic behavior of harmonically oscillating, sweptback fYnite
wings with both supersonic leading and trailing edges. Both methods
are based upon the fact that the contribution of the so-called “diaphragm”
on the potential at a fixed point on the wing is approximately canceled
by the contribution of a portion of the wi&J itself, if the wing under-
goes steady harmonic oscillation at a low value of the frequency parom-
. eter ~ (where o is angulsr veloci@ per second; c is chordj a
a$2
iS velocity of so~dj ad P = J=l M being ‘~ch number). It is
r further necesssry that the point be influenced by the diaphragm from
only one wing tip.
The first method expresses the integration in terms of Fresnal
integrals. The final expressions for the pressure coefficient are in
the form of integrals.which may be readily evaluated,using numerical
integration with available mathematical tables. Some calculations are
shown, and the results check well with the results of the second method.
It is expected that this method should give accurate results in the
engineering sense if the “frequencyparameter
UC
— is of the order one-
aP2
half or less. Even if the frequency parameter exceeds-this value, the
pressure increments calculated asymptotically approach the correct values
.
at the inner edges of the tip Mach cone.”
As a byproduct of the above approach, the expressions for the down-
wash of the wing wake, influenced by only the two tip diaphragms, sre
o given in terms of.’Fresnalintegrals.
The second method is similar to the first one except that a series
. expansion of the source-strengthfunction is used. When the frequency
paremeter is small (~. $)> the few terms used give good engineering
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accuracy. In the present case, five terms are considered. Of course,
the nunber of terms must increase as the frequency psrsmeter increases.
This method gives closed expressions for the pressure coefficients. In
applying the method, the calculations are lengthy, buk no great computing
skill is required. For the benefit of design engineers, some expressions
of the average pressure coefficient over the entire rectangular wing tip
infl.uencedby three-dimensional flow are given in a closed form, so thaf
they canbe used to estimate the tip effect inpreliminsxy design. ,
A number of graphs are presented to show the pressure distribution
of the -s at different Mach nunibers,sweepback angles, and frequency
parameters. Comparisons of the pressure coefficients calculated from
the present methods and the exact two-dimensional solutions based on
linearized theory are made.
INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic behatior of aharmmically oscillating finite whg
in a supersonic flow has been recently studiedby a number of ,$nvesti-
gators particularly Garrick sad Rubinow (reference 1), Wvard (refer-
!ence 2 , and Miles (reference 3). From the viewpoint of mathematical
physics, it is one phase of the mechanics of wave motion investigated
by a nuriberof great physicists and applied mathematicians such as
Huyghens (reference 4), Maxwell, Kirchhoff, Sommerfeld, Hadamard,
Volterra, and others over a number of yesxs. The classical treatment,
however, is principally along the line of Cauchy’s initial-value problem,
while the present aerodynamic problem is a boundsry-value problem. The
classicsl results sre of some help in the formulation of the present
problem but not of much help in the solution.
With the advent of guided missiles and aircraft operating in the
supersonic rsmge, trouble has-been experienced with flutter of the wing
or control systems. It was such troubles that spurred th& author to
obtain an understsm3ing of the aero@mmic behavior of a harmonically
oscillating finite wing at supersonic speed. The two-dimensional case
of an arbitrary unsteady motion has been solved in the last few years
(references 5, 6, 7, and 8). But in the three-dimensional case up to
now very few useful results have been achieved.
The present paper treats the case of a finite wing with the leading
edge ahead of the Mach line. The wing msy be swept back or forwsrd.
Another condition has to be imposed, that the Mach cones at the nose and
the tip never intersect within the wing area. With slight modification,
the method can be extended to more general wing plan forms. The wing
is supposed to undergo harmonic oscillations of smsll smplitude during
flight at supersonic speed.
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For the wing plan form as specified above, the three-dimensional
, flow fields are limited to three portions of the wing area: the area
.
within the nose Mach cone, and the @ areas within the tip Mach cones.
In the remaining wing ~eas, the aerodynamic behavior canbe calculated
with the two-dtiensional theory of swept wings with supersonic leading
and trailing edges under harmonic oscillation (reference 6, e.g.).
Thereforej the present investigation is limited to the tip area and nose
area of the wing. \
The author should express his appreciation to Miss V. O’Brien,
Miss P. Clarken, and Mr. B.*T. Chu for their assistance in carrying out
the project. The present project was conducted at The Johns Hopkins
Universi~ under the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
UXMRUED D~ EQUATION AND
SOLUTIONS OF som BGRATION
General Analysis
.- The linearized differential equation of unsteady compressible flow
is well-known (references 1 and 5)
.
or, briefly,
(la)
\
(lb) ;
where U .is the free-stream velocity and a is the sound speed of the
free-stresm condition. (Symbols used in_this pape~ are defined in ~
appendix A.) The veloci~ vector Q = Ui + Q’ = Ui + grad @ and V
is the Laplacian operator.
a point (x,y,z) at time t
iB
r
w%Y,%t; E,wc) =
The elementary solution of the potential at
due to a source of time-dependent strength A
A(~,~,~,t - Tl) + A(~,q,~,t - T2)
r
(2a)
—-—
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where the source is located at (lj,q,~) and “
-,
\
r d1 (x - @ - pp-~y - 7)2 + (z - @
=—
f32 (3)
(4)
where
132=M20
In the case of harmonically oscillating source strength the eource-
strength function can be written as a product of two functions, one Q
contx the source position and the other showipg the time dependence,
or, explicitly,
*
Equation (2a) then becomes:
#o(%Y,%’Q Lv, !.) = ‘(’:’q+’(t-‘d+‘(t -‘q (2b)
.
In the whole domain surrounding the wing in supersonic flight, there
is one yarticulsr streamline surface which is of interest to the problem.
This streamline surface is formed by the streamlines,which coming from
upstream either strike the wing leading edge or pass throu@ the fore-
most’
then
Mach line of the tip Mach cones. ‘It follows the
(both upper sad lower surfaces), reunites at the
extends to infini~ at downstream.
.
cont&r of the
trailing edge,
1
and
c.,
—
—.
—.
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Figure 1 shows the streamline surface which is associated with an
oscillating wing in a supersonic flow at time t.
The whole streamline surface can be divided @to eight zones as
shown. Ahead of the supersonic leading edge and outside the two tip
Mach cones, the flow is not influenced by any of the disturbances caused
by the wing. This is called zone 1 as shown. The portion of the stream-
line surface behind the supersonic leading edge and between the tip Mach
cones is called zone 2. In this zone the potential at any point on the
top wing surface (or bottom) is never influenced by the flow on the
opposite side. Therefore, the source solution of equation (2%) canbe
applied without restriction, if the source-strengthfunction A is
known.
Zone 3 represents the portion of the wing influencedby the right
tip Mach cone and zone 4 by the left tip Mach cone. In these two zones,
the flow on one wing surface is ~luenced by the flow on the opposite
side. The simple source solution of equation (2b) cannot be applzed.
The present paper gives the approximate solution for these two zones
for the case where the two tip Mach cones-meet on or outside the traili&
edge. The present method with slight modification can also be extended
to the case that the tip Mach cones intersect inside the wing srea (not
shown in fig. 1), but no diaphragm’withinthe forward M&ch cone of the
point under consideration is influencedby the diaphragh on the other
side. .
,, Zone 5 is the portion of the streamline surface outside the wing
surface influenced oril.yby the right tip Mach cone; similarly zone 6 is
influenced only by the left tip Mach cone. Zone 7 is the portion of the
streamline surface after the trailing edge influenced by neither Mach
cone. Zo~ 8 is the portion of the streamline surface influenced by both
Mach cones. Of course, if the ~ moves slightly UP and do-with t~~ .
the streamline surface and consequently the diaphragm must slso move up
and down with it. With the concept of Eward (reference 9), any finite
wing in supersonic flow canbe corisideredto be att’achedover its stream-
line surface outside the wing (such as zones 5, 6, 7, and 8) to athln
weightless rubber diaphragm, of which the pressure on both sides at a
point must be balanced and through which rm fluid cu leak.
The diaphragm is tiagined to extend’to the outer edge of the tip
Mach cone, and to coincide with the shape of the streamline surface.
Thus, the rubber diaphragm canbe considered as an extension of the wing.
The flow on the upper side of the wing with its extension can be con-
sidered as independent of the flow on the lower side of the wing and
vice versa. The potential at any point on one side of the wing canbe
evaluated from the source distribution on the same side of the wing and
the diaphragm within the forward Mach cone of that point. In the s~eady
.
case it has been shown by Puckett tQat the source strength at a point
.—
-.._._ ____— ._ —-.— ——.
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of the wing is directly proportional to the slope at the point and inde-
pendent of the slope of its neighboring points. Eward has shown that
the solutions obtained using the diaphragm concept are identical to
*
those of conical flow (reference 9).
For steady flows, the principsl advantage of Ewsrd’s method is
that the slope of a point on the diaphragm is determined solely by the
slopes of the wing surface along the characteristic or Mach line through
the point, as long as the point on the diaphragm is ahead of the Mach
cone from the other wing tip. In the case of unsteady flow, it can be
shown that the above statement is approximately true if the wing slopes
vsry very slowly with time% Using the diaphragm concept, the disturbance
potential at my point canbe considered as the effect of sources of the
~ system on the ssme side. (Of course, the slope of the imaginary
diaphragm depends on the flows over both wing surfaces.) It becomes
apparent that the potential can be evaluated by the well-known source-
integration method. Let us consider a point on the diaphragm where the
potential contributed by sources on either side of the wing must be the
ssme. It has been shownby Eward that the source strength is propor-
tional to the vertical component of the perturbation velocity, or, more
directly, is proportional to the local slope of the wing swface or the .
diaphragm even if the flow is not steady. Mathematically, this is mown
w Ua .
as.A=—=— where w is the verticsl component of the yertur-
~2 ~2
,.
ti
bation veloci~ and a denotes the slope of the streamline surface.
The following equations canbe written to denote:
The slope at the upper wing
‘T,1
The slope of the upper wing
‘T,2
The slope of the lalrerwing
%,1
The slope of the lower wing
‘B,2
surface at time t - T~ by
(= ~T ~,~,+o,t - ‘1)
surface at the t - T2 by
(= UT ~>~>+ojt - T2)
surface at time t - T1 by
= ~(E,@,t - Tl)
surface at time t ‘-T2 by
(= UB &q~-Ojt - ‘2)
The slope on the diaphragn at time t - T1 by
xl = X( E,nyc)jt- Tl)
The slope on the diaphr~ at time t - T2 by
b = ~(~,?,o,t - T2)
.,
(5)
——.
— — —---
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Then the potential can be written at any point on the top or bottom
streamline surface as:
JY—-(UT,l”+‘T,4 d~ dq~(x,y,+o,t’) = -+2J@ r
%’
,
kinJJ
!d+,Y,-o,t) = -+ JJ—-(%1+%,2)d~ dv2n13 r
-%
%
> (6)
Or, in an oblique coordinate system whose axes lie parallel to the Mach
lines and whose origin is placed at the point of tangency of the Mach
line to the leading edge of the wing tip (the junction of the supersonic
and subsonic leading edge) (see fig. 2), these equations can be written
as:
—.— ...——=. .--. — .— -..— .-. .——— .. ----- —.—- ..-— —— -.-—-
__-—
—----
—
.
—
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!
@&~,~,t) = ‘~ /7 (UT U’, djt - d +‘d”’)v”t- ‘2)~uI WI -t J(u - U’)lv - v’),
&l+-%@ -
u
21d4!!A(u’,v’,t - ) )T1 + k u’,v’,t - ‘2 ~ul ~vi“~G=m=)’
,%
f$(%v, -o,t) = -L
U
oj&,v’,t - T1 + ~(u’, v’yt - 72) du’ dv’ .
21’CM J(u - U’)(v - Tl)
swl+-s.@ . -
u
-Js
) )X(u’, v’jt - T1 + ~ u’~v’)t - ‘2 du, dvt
21d4 - J(ll-u’) (v-v’)
1
SnJJ
where (u,v) is the transformed coordinate of the point orl.gfiy at
(x,Y) and (u’,v’) iE the tr~fomed coo~~~d ~dt&ws~~re&at
orig- at (E,TI)in the x,y system.
systems are related by the folloting transfo-tion equations:
u.~(x-PY) v .*( X+PY)
;(V+U) ‘x= Y=; (v-u)
1
v J%+m)
‘=2P
~=:(v’ -u’)
- “1
. 1
(7)
(8a)
!
..—
—.—
——
.——
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and the quantity r and the time intervals T1 emd T2 in the new coordinate aywtem are,
reapectlvely: is>
~ (u-u’ )(v -v’)
s
+.2
I
$
‘1 =-$( V-V’+ U-U’)
-&~) (8b)
‘2
=$( W’+U-U’)+2
aphl @=F=) J
If the auperaonic and subsonic leading edges are denoted by the equation (q ee figs. 2, 3, and k)
v = Vi(U) or u = ul(y)
.
}
(9)
v = V2(U) or u = ~(v)
then the potential at any point (uw, VW) on the wing can be written aa:
J
%
@@,vw,+ojt) = -J&
du’
s
UT U’, V’, t - T1 (+ UT u’, v’, t - T2 ~v,
(~ - ‘=’)”2 ~:,, (
TV-V
‘)1’2
%?.(VW)
!
U2(VW)
~
V2(U’) ~ ul,~f,t - T1
u du ‘ + UT Ut, V’, t - T2
xii (% - q 1/2
{VW ) ~
dv! +
-V112
0 .,, VI(U’ )
v
‘J (vu x U’>v’, t -
1
TI) + X(u,vr,t - T2) ~v, ‘
( )’
Vw -v112
V2(U’)
I
I
w’
I
.
II
.
(A similar expression cm be obtained for ~.) Now it ?r4.11be shown that in the case of bar- ~ ~
nmnic oscillation the wecond integral “is approtiately zero under certain conditions.
(
For steady harmmlc oscillation of a tMn flat wing, asaume: I
l
“-%6 ‘“UT
-h-t
.a=ae (m)
where Z ia everywhere the same on the wing.
Further, aeaume:
A = X(u, v)eti (llb)
where I(u, v) la the amplltuje of oacillatiop of points -on the diapbmgm and is a i%nct ion of
the point (u,v) . The term L(u, v) may be c~mplex, including the time lx of the oscillation,
becau6e the time lag must be a function of location only.
With u and X given by equatione (ha) and (IJ.b), respectively, the second integal
(along constant u) of equation (10) can be written aE:
J
V2(U’ )
dT u’,v’,t-
‘J( VWTl)+arJ7(u’jv’)t-T2 ~v, +’ ~U’, V’, t -T1 +k(u’jvf, t - T2(TW-V’)W dvt I=(VW.. V’,)MVl(ur) V2(U’)
e*vw-v’ ) ~oe ~
[,
I @(vw - ~f )
1
1/2
-@%-u)
(.VW- v’) 1J2
dv’ +
[
%
=&-v’ )
“I(u’,v’)e@ Coa
[ 1
~ (u#u’)@(vw-’v’)U2
dvl
(vw-v’)l/p
V2(U’) I
(12)
ru
5’
.
1 . .
i
When m = O, that is, the flteady case, this Integral reduces to Eward’a reeult in refer-
2’
ence 2 and has been shown to be exactly zero. For m # O, the integral will again be zero if *
COB -& (% - u’)@lvw - V’)1/p = 1 exactly.
L. -1
consideration.
Wvard in reference 2, equation (24), showed
This will be clear from the followlng Q
(see fig. 2) the following relation exists along the
that for any pofnt
VD
1( L U’, v’,t - TJ + A@,d,t - T2)
.,/n d~’ =
JV2(U’)
!
V2(U’ )
Vl(u’)
characteristics
(u,, v.) on the diapbr~
line u’ = UD:
u~ U’, v’, t - T1) + i(”’~v’~t - ‘2) - ‘d”’~v’~t - ‘1) - ‘T@’Jv’@ - ‘2) ~v, @
( ,- V’)1’2 “,
2 VD
TME means that along the characteristic line u“= Constant the total effect of thediapbragm ,i
so&ce strength is equal to the total effect of source strength on both wing eurfaces along the
Bame characteristics, and that it is independent of the source strength of the di.qphragm or the I
wing surface outside the above characteridics. Row, along this element u’ = ~,
%emberE of the RACA staff recently expressed the opinion that “Since Tl, and T2 con- I
tain the variablee u’, a eecond-order integral equation Is generally required rather than the
eimplifi~d first-order integral equation given. Equation [la LEI Eatisfactozy if T Inaybe
represented as varying linearly with tl.me In the interval (TI’-.T2”.” In the present andY6iEIj
the we of equation (13) M Justified.
c1
————- .. .. —.— — .. . . . —. .
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‘1 v’) ‘2
Subtiituting equations (IILa),(I_lb),and the above vslue of the T‘s
into equation (13), there is- obtain~d:
[
v~ 4=%)
/
+2(U’)
I(u’,v’)e dv’ = -
(
1/2
vD - V’
VP(U’) ) VI(U’)
Nowsif in ‘equation(X2) cos [%(UW - U,)’12(VW - vf)l/q =
dv’ (14)
1 exactly,“
the integrsl at the right-han~ side of the equation will r~duce to the
form:
which according to equation (14) is zero, because here
In general, Cos [%(% - V’(vw - V’)’/q.=
than unity. (Note that r = ~ x -E)’ - $qy - qp=’p’
bolic distance, not the geometrical distance.) But for
~, the variation of cos ~ from unity is very small.
g<lthe fo~owing condition is imposed: . ~. Then
a
‘w = ~D.
Cos & is less
is the hyper-
small values of
Suppose that
1 ~ cos : ~ 1-$ (:)2 = 0.875. In both integrals the factor cos ~
will reduce the value of each integrand a small percentage in view of
the monotonically“decreasingnatuxe of cos ~ for small values of ~.
Of course, the net contribution of both integrals cannot cancel out
exactly as if cos ~ = 1, which is located on the left tip Mach line.
.
_.—
—.—— ——— —. ..-
a ,1 , ,,
i.
I
I
.
For a ftiat appro-tfon, however, there can be written that the contribution oi’the
dia@ragm ~ (fig. 2) and the portion of wing area SW cencel each other; otherwise, the
solution ia tcm difficult to obtain, particularly with aweptback wings. Equation (10) wiU
then become:
If the above approximation is
du ‘
J
Vw
(~ -
~,)1/2
Vl(u’ )
)~ U’, V’, t - T1 + uT U’; V’, t - 72 )
.(VW ) ‘
m’ (16)
-’-112
Wed nmre carefully, it
of Coa & on the diaphragm is Blightly larger than that
will be found
‘on the wing.
the following ~: On the &Lapbragm V2 ~ v’ ~ Vw, and on the wing V1
that
This
~ “
For the purpose of illustration,
v= + V2
take the average value of v’ . on
2
V1+V.2
V1 =
2
on the wing. Then it 18 c19ar that
the average value
can be shown in
s v~ (fig. 2).
the diaplmgln and
In other words, the contribution of the diapb&n ia dightly moreif g<l,
a 2
site contribution of the wing axea S& to the tip corner of the trailing edge,
than the “oppo-
particularly
on tie side edge of the tip wbme the contribution due to the wing area SWI is zero (see
equation (16) and rig. 3). Therefore, the presmre at the aide edge of the tip cannot be zero
aa p?edicted with the present approxLnmtion. But as the point considered approaches the left
G
I
I
II
I
,
chezacteristic
exact eolutlon
of the right Msch cone (i. e., r = O)
as a MOit. This is favorable to the
First. the Dressure increment in the neL?hborhood of
the present approximation
mesent ammoxhnation for
approaches the P*
two reasona.
‘he aide ~-i?e of the tim Is e~cted to be
negl.lgibly ‘ti, particularly at a low ‘frequency puaneter. J& contribut& to tile aero-
-ic behe.tier of the wing specified is negl.fglble. The present approximation asymptotically
approached the e~t ~U M= the left tip ~ch line where the magnitude of pressure incre-
ment is much higher sad beccones more importmt to the aerodynamic behavior of the wing than
that at the side edge of the tip. Besides, the major portion of.tha wing area Is calculatedly
the two-dimensional. theory as ~hown In references 5 and 6 and total contribution of the tip is
usually not too important. Therefore, the approximation is of good engineering accuracy.
Calculation of Downwash Angle i’@,~D,t) for I@moticdly OscllJ.atinglU.ng
Inreference 2 (equstlon (26)), Evmrd ha~ ~hown that the
(fig. 1) is given by:
downwaah angle in zone 5 or”6
.[
V2(U)
(
vD - v’
x(u,vD,t ))= ‘ ~
-’%%2 - ~’)i’2 ,V,
~fi(vD:v2)U2 VI(U) v-
An approximate method of evaluating the abovetitegral is
If equation (ha) is substituted into equation (17),
(17)2
presented below.
the followf.ng equation is obtained:
,.
&lLo-t
[
‘2(U) $&@j
k@vD,t) = -
, 1/2 (V2 - V’) 1/2 dv,
‘(VD -&2 ~l(u) (;D -‘1)
%iee remarks about equation (13). S
, -, i
!
.,—. .. —. —-
_ ,—. —
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Obviously,
For the case ~D >V2 (fig. 2), V2 - VI can be divided into p equal
parts and the ith division c~be denoted.by vi’ (where vi’ = VI
for i = O and V~’ =’ V* for’ i = n). Then,
/
/
vi‘+1
&Jt n
z
e~vD-v’ ) “
k(u,vD,t) = - (
v;
)
~/2 dvf
(
3fVj)-V2
)
1/2’
(
VD - v’)
1/2 ‘2 -
i=o ~it .
[
‘+1i
~iu-t n
e~vD-v’ )
E( V2 - v’)
1/2
=- dv‘
( )
1/2
( )
1/2
lfv~-vp vD - V’
i=o VI ‘ ,
(19)
where the division is so fine tit V2 - V’ = V2 - vi’ c~be t*en OUt
of the integration sign for the first approximation. Incidentally, the
integral .leftcanbe transformed to the Fresnal integd (referewe 10). .
Equation (19) then becomes:
&J.(Dt”
qu,qyq = (~)1’2 pD -,v2)l/2 g-. (V2,
- $’2pi+d -
1c(Zi) - qzi+l) + q%) - ‘(20)
.-. —. .._. .-— -.-— —,— ..--——. .——--- ~. — -.- —-. —-.--—.--—-—-—
..—. . . . . ...-_— .-—. —
16
where
‘i= (%Y’2(VD-‘/’21
Jzc(z) = fl”aC08 —o 2
J
z
-’s(z)= Sin; z’ d’
o i
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(’l)
J
.,
Some of the basic properties of the Fresnal integral are given in
equations (~).
APPROXIMATION THEORY OF VELOCITY POTENTGW AND PRESSURE COEFFICIEIVT
AT A POINT ON A HARMONICALLY OSCILLATING SWEPTBACK”FINITE
WING WITH SUPERSONIC LEADING E&Es - FIRST METHOD
Assume the whole
“aT(t). ~~ ~here
wing flapping up and down accorMng to
= is the amplitude of oscillation. In fact,
Maximum descending rate of wing ~u
E=
Free-stream velocity U
The frequency of oscillation per second is 0 The velocity potential
z“
of such oscillation may be considered as due to harmonic sources and is
3The author should express his appreciation to Dr. J. C. Ewsrd
for a discussion on this approximationmethod inllsy 1948.
.-—. .——— — .-
s w
given by equation (6) . It haE also been shown that for the harmmically oscillating ~,
equation (6) carIbe further simplified to equation (16) aa follows: g
where -
.,
[
1/2 (vw-v)lf~‘h t .-$-(vw-vt~-ul) +-&~-u’) ..,
UT(u’, ~’, t - 7-1) =-m
im(t-TJ _
=ae
( )=- [(~(*-T2) . ~~ t 1- * Vw-v’i-uw-u’) - *(uw-u’)1/2(vw-T’) 1/2UT U’, V’, t - T2
18 NA.CATN 2~7’
Since in most practical ca8es straight leading edges sse under consi&er-
ation, put (cf. equation (9) and fig. 3):
.
l
/~ = VI(U) = klu or u = Ul(v) = v kl
-v = V2(U) 1‘=~u or u=~(v)=v~
as the equation of the supersonic wing edge outside the tip l&ch cone
and the subsonic leading edge within the Mach cone. Then, equation (22a)
cm be written as:
*[VW-V’+ , l/2(vw-vl)1/q~-u’ )T~u@ )
where it is understood that e
[ 1
* (vw-v’+~-u”) - ~U@’ )@(vw-v’ )1/2
stands for the sum of e
[* (~w-v’+wu’ ) +#uW-u’ P’2@w-@)1’2] . ,
smd e
Introducing the following
z=(w’2b
—
new variables Z and Z hstead of v’,
1
- v’)@ - * (UV - up (2sa)
/4)12+ $(%- 1
UI)1/2 (23b)
80 that -
()1 ~ 1/2 dv‘dz=E=-~~ _vt12(Vw ) ‘
—. _-—
—
_.— -.
I
I
,
1 .“
I
where
1
‘,: (3%)1’L - ‘lU’$’2 - *‘% - “)’!l Come’pod@ ‘0 “ = “u’ ‘(2%)
comesponding to V’ = VW (27))
corresponding to v’ = VW (27)
..—-——. .—
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Now introduce another new variable Y instead of u’:
(26)
so that
()1 af) 1/2dY=-Z— du!l’raM2 (~ - @/2
klM2
1
1/2
Y
& (VW - kl~) + — y2 -Ff32
If
.
(27b)
.—— —— .— ———— .—. —
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then equation (24) becomes:
.
.
At this stage more I?resnalintegrals can be titroduced by titegrating
by parts. For this purpose, the following properties of a Fresnal
integral may be useful:
(2!%)
(2gc)
c(’)=J# ‘2)+‘2E’2)+‘2(~’2)+“ “ “ =cJ*+a( =2)‘Sal)
2 2 n=O
‘(’)=‘2(:’2)+‘1(:’2)+J+($’2) +“ “ “ =: Jg+a(22) (~e)
2 2 n-4
.
._—. —. .... ___
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.
where J( ) is the Bessel function and H(2)( ) is the Han&l fuuction
of the second kind and various subscripts indicate the order of thede .
functions. For large values of c, .
()c(d=~++si++o+ (2gf)
(2gg)
S(+m) = c(b) = *W (2gh)
s(e) = -s(-6),, c(e) = -c(-e) (m)
For details, see reference 10, pages SW to 546 and 744 to 745, a&also
reference Il.
However, it is difficult, if not impossible,
to a closed form. Besides, there is uswilly more
sure coefficient which is generally known as: ,-
.
*3LQ@Cp(wt) =-—
U* at u ax
to reduce equation (28)
interest in the pres-
(30)
rather than the potential itself. In the ~,.v coordinate system, the ‘
pressure coefficient is given by:
( )z afi 2 ati aU+ +.&*.cpb%Y@,t) =-——- –U2 at Ua% ax avwax
‘=-=$($+$)’ ‘- (31)
.
‘Nowj
afl
.
~ = w$(%,~w,+-%q ‘ (32)
————.
—
———
—- ——
..
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Dffferentiati~ equation respect
-c(z~) - C(Z3) + i 1S(Z3) + S(Z3)
II
J o
- ~ Yf’
e
[
-C(Z3
Y1
.
.
+.
(33)
1- q~3) + N(Z3) + q~3) -
(in 2 -+12 -&L–2Y-— p Zfe dY e +’epz~ + Y $Zl - Y )
where
(3m)
,
-—. --. — .—-—.—. . ._. _ ____ _____ ___
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.
The pressure coefficient is then given by:
ii ,2
‘(%fl’jo dYe-T
{
%p(zd-cm”+‘S(zd+
(,-%Z12 +zfis(zljl +3(1 -q) ‘Pzl+, + ‘Pz - y )})(36)1
The above equation is used fo calculate Cp along the trailing
edge
fig.
of a rectangular wing tip which is harmonically oscillating. (See
5.) In this particular instance, M = @, the frequency parameter
a = 0.2, and the chrd c is taken as-unity. The curve is plotted in
@2
the form ~ against y (~ositive y measured o&ward along the ,
~imt
span) so that for any specified amplitude of oscillation = the pres-
sure distribution at auy instant t can be estimated from a single
curve. As a is a complex quantity, the real and haginary parts,
&mt
‘emtedby(a),ad ~)I’respectively, axe plotted separately.
If the
@@.ot)
harmonic oscillation is = cos mt, that is, the real part’of
then ~ can be calculated from:
.
—
.—___
<Similarly, if the oscillation is ii sin cot, that ia, the i.mginary part of ‘3.@, it is given
by: E
*
C,(:):jt) ..[*)R d.nak + .(--&)lcosd]
It “is titeresthg ta note that wh~ y . I, these valua conform with the two-dimensional
values given in reference 6.
AS mm as ~ everywhere over the wing tip is hewn, It is dmple to obtain CL) CDJ
and CM grapMcdI.y .
As far as the “celculat ion
(see fig. 4)
,,
‘f
‘%
J@.w,’%,++q = -:
0
of the center mction iB concerned, it Is easy ‘co show that
i“,,
Vw
du ‘
(~ - u’)li~
,,%’:’
.
dv ‘
[
#D(t-Tl)
1
+ e~(t-T2) -
(Vw - v’)l@
.,
“(iv’
[
eiLD(t-Tl)
1
+ eiO(t-T2)
(%)
(% - T’ )1/2
Introducing Z
of deriving equation
[‘1=+% -v’+ +-u’ )1-;(~. U’}m(vw - Vf 1/2
L -1
and ~ as before (cf. equatiom (23)), and then following
(24), equation can rewritten aa:
the procedure
Miere, replacimg kl by k2’,
z~ ‘ = ~ in equation (25a)
.
El’ .-~ in equation (25c)
ro
m
1
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and, replacing
Si.milmlj
procedure Cp
~1,,
= Zl in equation (2sa).
Y can be defined as in equation (26) and by the ‘same
can be determined.
. .
APPRO~ &C SOLtiONS
OSCIIJ.ATtiGFINITE WING -
OF PRESSURE ON
SECOND POD
,, ,
AN
In the preceding section, an approximate integral solution for the
oscillating finite wing is given, and an example of calculation is shown,
but the full evaluation of the integral for a large number of cases -
would take more time than was available. However, for very low fre-
quencies, this problem can be solved asymptotically,bywing a few terms
of a series expansion of W(u,ti,t). In the fol.lcn&g section the approxi-
mate EU@@ic expressions will b-eshown. - - “
Analysis
.
From equation (~a) ,’ .’
... .
. .
.’
. .
iLOTl “ iU3T2
e +e
.d~ dq (40)
r
.
,, .,
,.~
.,
where Swl @ the area PABC as shown in figure 6. Since:the two- : -
dimensional solution”‘tith’Supersonic leadin& edge”is known, the pote@i@”
can be obtained alternatively’by cal.c~at~ ‘theconttibtiifob’qf’ S ‘-”‘ ‘
,, ,.wa,,. ~~.’,
,, ..’
.,, , - .’
,’ .
,,
,
.- . . . ..__ .—.—— ——.——— --— —. ——. ——.-—
. .
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which is the area BCD, the difference
area PAD and %1 as shown in figure
/r 1’
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between the two-dimensional source
6. ~en,
K%Y,+W)
= #o(x,Y,+w) - iim%Y,+o,t) (41)
d
1 _//( w ~,q, +o, t - Tl) +
=-—
w(~,ll,+o,t - T2)
d~ dq
r
The variables Tl) T2) r, and w are the
development, it is found more convenient to
(42)
same as before. In this
introduce a new coordinate
system as follows: The x’-axis passing through the fixed point (x,Y)
runs upward along the right forward Mach line. The origin is taken as
the point where the x’-axis intersects the wing-tip side edge. The
y’-axis following the other Mach line runs left upward as shown in
figure 6. The origin of the x’,y’ coordinate system is translated
from the origin of the x,y system a distsnce pb
X-’ where 5 can be
shown to be
—.—_. —-
29
5=; (x + py) (43)
which is a function of the point P(x,y) only. The transformation
relations are
x l_ ($x 1@3Y)=-:@x- MY-5) X=-:(x’ +y’ -b).- —- —(Y’=-gx- )(~tj+py.-$; X+ My-b ) y=~(x’ - Y!)
5
-1
= -;(3’ + ~’ - q (J-4)
and
r .+j~) .&@@=Tj
1A;gl +~1 - x’)‘1 = a$ -w==]
‘2 [
=*(g’+ q’.
“) ‘s-~
(45)
. ..- -—. . ..— — _____ ——. — ——.T —— ———.—.
NOW e-h” and e-tin can be expanded in terms of the new variables
~-f.u)Tl . : (-im’dn . ~ ,(-,)n ~ T,n
n=O n! n.o n!
=p+%an(~+‘1’ -’m):
where p M E’ - X’ iB ih?oduced.
Similarlyj
I
,
w
o
(45)
(47)
I
-~T1
If attention is restricted to ]U’11 ,< 1 ad 1~’1 < l) e’,
-tiT2
ande, can Be
approximately represented by a few terms of” the oeriea. In the later development, five term
of each series tie used. Of course, for higher values of luJTl~ ,and \m:’1 mre terms should
be uBed. Introducing thiB approx&tion.,into equation (42), .
,, ,..
1. ,.
-.
I
“r F
a
. . ..
-1, - -f&P+x9
i- .
#(-+,Y’,+o,Q --~ * ,q.-*+.:y) ,, ‘:. .,
.,. .
. .
],..
“El>
1
, ,
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Integrating with respect to ~1 and introducing a group of new
notations,
,.
F(x’,y’,+o,t-j =
,
$6
H.~2~@~ - -,rfl 71 ‘z +(’2’2 ‘:’’4’4 + ‘6’6”+ ‘8’8 +
/
‘&O) + ~&(~~z4 + %’6 + f38z8) + (. - ‘2)3@z~
. (49)
71 = ~>
1 z2<b-~p, b 71where 72=—
~+k’ =,$715 - ‘X’, and72 72
the e’s, g’s, and h6 are given in appendix B. With “the aid of the
formulas in appendix C, the following integration of equation (49) can’
be carried out with respect to z:
,-,
where the ISm,n‘s (m and n are integers) in terms of =, k, M,
and P are given in appeqdix B. By definition,
Differentiating equation (m) with respect to t,
.
z aji ‘2-@ –
-—— =-—
fi~2 at U2
(m)
‘(51)
(52) “
.
.
-. ——. .__-_— _ ___ __,___
——— .. —.._ .._
I
Differentiating equation (50) with respect to x ad adding equati,on(52),
Fp(x,y,w,t) =
*fi;{.ifl,/x&m,,n(. -@)n’,+#$:,,n(x- @)n]+
[
-) * %,Jx r @)n-’ + $ t cr2,n(x - ky)n + ; & “3,.(’ - ky)n +-
n-1 n=o .,
1 .&
$1 Zntx - R)n + (~~ 3 nu3,n(x -“ky)n-l + ~
t
u3,n(x - ky)n *
G n
w
I-o
@ Uk,=(x - ~)
n=O ‘]+_& nUJ+,n(x-W)n-l+ %’$uJ+,n(x-@)n +
gf a5jn(x
nd
-w)n]+~~~5,,++& .,,n(x-w,.+:u6,0]+
,
,,
p’,i-(+ ‘6,0)+ {-) nu,,n(x - @)A-’ + ~~ fJ7;~(X - kY)” +
-n=l
t
1
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where again the ~s are given in appendix B. The actual pressure
‘m,n
coefficient is
2% 2%
cP=-~~-–— -u ax
=c-p&Y,o,@ -Ep(x,Y, o,*) (2)
where fi=j?$o -~ as given in equation (41) and Cpo(x,y,O,t) is the
pressure coefficient of %he two-dimensional case as given in reference 5.
.
Rect&nguMrWing Tip
1
For the rectangular wing (k= O)
Cp(x,y,w,t) =
. where the a’s,
gn+
b’s,
are given in appendix
,
.
found in appendix B.)
(55)
d’s, ‘ , g’s, h’s, i’S, and j
B!’‘{The part~c&rf am,n’s for k=O are
—...—.—. — .—-— ——--
—..+. -- . ..— — —--
.. -. ..—. .———.—. —————.
)
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.
Average Pressure Coefficient over Rectangular Wing Tip .
For engineering purposes, an average value of Cp,av over the
entire tip influenced by the three-dtiensional flow may be useful. .
(Assume unit tip chord.)
Cp,av=
where 2i3 is the
Cpl + CP2
wing-tip area”
,
influenced by three-dimensional flow.
(56)
J-I
where
.
x + 2py
=
x’ q
. .
(57)
.. —___ __ _____ —. .._
_—._ ——
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.
(yh)
Let py = -Z2 . Expanding higher powers in terms of (x - 22)@.&2s Y
the integral may be integrated by formula (C2) in appendix C to
-1 Jn~iutcp2 .=@ ‘ dx bl’g’+ b2’xj + b3’xk )+ bL’x~ ,+b~rx60
,
-1 _JuJ-t s bn’=—
w n=ln+2
The bn”s are given ti-app-endixB. Hende,
*
_-l;m 5x .an + bn’c m’ $P,av 4$ =-lie.n+2 Cn’n=o n=o
(58,)
(59)
(See.appendix B.) , .
,.
.
Calculations,.
,,
Owing to the complicated nature
the calculations are rather tedious.
.
. .
.
ahd,Graphs ,.
.
of the formulas in this section,.
‘l%ecalculations are too lo~” to “
be included here, but the essentisl results are summarized in figures 7
,
. .. . ... —-.——-— -.—— —.— —-———-— —--
.- —__._. —
.. . ,,
.
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+
to 15. The pressure coefficient given in this paper is referred to a
point on the upper surface of the wing. Figures 7 to 10 give the pres-
sure distribution on a rectangukr wing tip’of unit chord with different
free-stream flight Mach numbers. The frequency parameter ~ is taken
nc
as 0.2 in these calculation. As before the complex quantity ~
~iut
is used sad plotted in two parts - real and imaginary (e.g., figs. T(a)
and T(b)). These curves are plotted along the spanwise direction (y
being negative when measured ”inwardfrom the tip) at vsrious percentages
of chord. If ~ slong the chordwise direction is desired,
&imt some
cross-plotting is necessary. It should be noted that these curves do
not give the pressure coefficient Cp directly, but Cp may be calcu-
lated easily from them by using equation (sTa) or (37b) or both.
Figure 7 is calculated for a Mach number of @. (Note that
figure 7 checks well with figure 5 which was calculated by the first
.()
ti
method.) It is seen that ~~iut ~
is zero at the wing tip (see
fig. T(a)) for all values of x, except at the leading edge where()52--Wiwt becomes 2x, which is in agreement with the two-dimensionalR *
result along the Mach line -y = x. Taking the trailing edge (x = 1.0)
as another ewle,
()
5
-W R increases from zero at the tip (y = O) to
a value of -1.885fi at -y = x = 1. Thus it is seen that for this()f--se _I& R
as is shown by
line for -y >
varies very little along the left Mach line of the tip
the dotted line in figure T(a). The horizontal’solid
1.0 is the two~dtiensional result: The imaginary part()3--#lJt shown in figure T(b) is of a simil~ nature. Figures 8, 9,I
and 10 show the same wing oscillating under the same conditions except
that the free-stream Mach number is now 2, 3, SJU34, respectively. A
few points maybe of interest. As the Mach nuniberincreases, the maximum
magnitudes of both
(&jR W (a),
decrease, while the two-
‘ dimensional values become more nearly constant. ‘
.
.— .—
— ._..—- .————.—..—.—
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l
o
.
In order to show the accuracy of this method, a comparison between
the result of the present approximate method and the two-dtiensionsl
values along the left Mach line of the tip cone is given in’figure Il.
The case considered is a rectangular wing tip (k = O) and the free-stream
Mach number is taken as ~. The solid line shown is the approximation
and the dotted line is the exact one. At ~ = 0.283, the deviation is
unnoticeable. At
maximum deviation
curve at x = 0.8
quency’parameter
of the order of 2
aj3C
‘= 0.707, which is beyond the imposed limit, theo
af3c
of the hag- part amounts to
“correspondsto the case of x/c
(DC—=
2
0.707; at ~ = 0.5656 the
aj3
percent. Thus beyond ~ = 0.,5
10 percent. The same
= 1 with lower fre-
maxlanm deviation is
the appro-tion of
the imaginary part is not very favorable unless more terms of the series
expansion are taken.
There is another parameter which influences the accuracy of the
present method, that is, the sweepback angle (A = tan-l k) of the super-
sonic leading edge. Figure 12 offers such a comparison. Here the Mach
number is @, ~ = 0.2~j, and the parameter k vsries. The heavier432
line gives the two-dtiensional exact results along the left tip”l$ach
line, and the lighter line of the same kind gives % of the~resent@iwt
method. Although k does show slight deviation from the exact value
–Em
at higher values of k, the comparison is favorable.
In order to show some cases with high sweepback angle (although the
leading edge is still supersonic), figure 13 gives the distribution of
~ over the three-dimensionalwing tip of a 45° sweepback angle at
fiiut
M=2. For a matter of convenience in calculation, the results are
expressed in oblique coordinates x+’py and X-y. The line
x -!- py = constant is parallel to the left Mach line, while
x- Y = Constsnt is parallel to the leading edge. Here, the chord
normal to the leading edge is chosen as unity. Therefore, x - y
represents percentage of chord. With such a definition of the chord,
the chord c used in the frequency parameter ~ should be considered
a13
as this normal chord. The circles at “theleft lower corner of
figure lj(a) represent the values along the left Mach line. With the
sketch on the figure, the general features of the curves are clear.
—. . .. —__. —.— —
.— —
———..——
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“A comparison of results of this sweepback case with two-
,
.
dimensioti exact values of ~ .is also- shown in fi~e 14. The -
~id ,
comparison is fa~orable. The two-dimensional value of a for a
*W
sweptback wing is obtained.from reference 6. -
For engineers, -e pressure distribution on the three-dimensional
wing tip is not of so much interest as the average pressure distribution
cp,av” Figure lS calculated from equation (59) may serve such a purpose.
me e~ression CL = ‘~pj aTJ may be considered as the lift coefficient
for the three-dimensionalwing tip. The rectangular w& tip (k = O)
at vsrious Mach numbers is considered. The dotted curves correspond to
~ = 0.2, and the solid curves, to ~ = 0.5. The magnitudes of both
a
the real and the imaginary psrts of x
fiiu.)tdecrease
Mach number as mentioned before. The change of ~
causes a slight drop in the resJ part of ~ b~
–eiut
with”‘ficrea&g
from 0~2’t0’0.s
a
the ~inary part. The average pressure at ~ = 0.2
little &om the steady case (o = O) that it is hard to
figure is(a).
The present method does giye a closed expression,
great desl of time to calculate even a single petit.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A
greater drop @
.
deviatea so
.
show in
,,
but it takes a
With the above ansllysis,a few points should be emphasized. From
Eward’s concept of the “diaphragya,”the two approximate methods have
been shown to give a satisfactory pressure distribution in tlie’wingtip
influencedby the three-dimensional flow,‘if the frequency parameter is
low and if the leading and trailing edges are supersonic.
The comparison of the pressure coefficient obtained by the second’
method with two-dhmnsional exact solutions of linearized.theoryis
favorable, if the frequency parameter
W
~ is.sroum,O. ~ and the point
ap
is at the trailing edge. It is expected that the f&t ,methodshould,
-..
——
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give satisfactory results with the frequency parameter of the order of
one-half. Of course, if only the aversge pressure coefficient over the
entire tip bounded by the left tip Mach line is wanted, a higher fre-
quency parameter up.to the order of unity may be used.
The effect of the three-dtiensional flow on the wing tip is essen-
tially to reduce the pressure increment in the =ea. With the appro~-
mation given by the ~resent theory, the pressure coefficient at the tip
side edge is zero except at the point on the leading edge. Of course,
the exact theory would give finite values at the side edge, which would
approach zero (as 0+0) as predicted by the conical-flow theory. At
low values of the frequency parameter, the effects of the ftite edge
pressures give negligibly small contributions to the aerodynamic behavior
of the wing as a whole. It is in this fact that the present methods find
their justification. ,
The effect of increasing Mach number is to reduce the real and
imaginsry parts of a in magnitude, if the sweepback angle and the
*tit
frequency parameter remain the same. If other conditions of the wing
remain the ssme, increase of the sweepback angle causes the magnitude of
the resl part of % to increase and the imag-
~iut
decrease as shown in figure 12. ‘Increase of frequency
the opposite effect.
The pressure coefficient of a point -influericedby
part of it to
parameter has
the nrme of the
sweptback wing is given in terms of the FYesnal integrsl. It iS not
difficult to carry out the numerical integration for this case. In this
portion of the wing, no approximation is used.
The first method of calculating Cp at the tip using the Fresnal
integral appears worthy of more etiensive study in the future as the
method is very simple and useful. The second method gives closed
expressions for CP d Cpjav and it has been investigated extensively
in the present report.
The present analysis applies only to cases in which the flow at the
leading and trailing edges is supersonic, and the nose Mach cone and the
t+p Mach cone do not intersect within the wbg area. With slight modifi-
cation the methods can be extended to more gen,eralwing plan forms.
The Johns Hopkins University
Balt&re, Md., November-15, 1949
,
_.. —... -—. —- ————— —.—- —
-————..
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.
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
a velocity of sound
A source strength
71
b=~71S-—
72
x’ (equation)
Cn’
c
CD
CL
CM
CP
C(6)
f{ )
%3x
i
k
kl
1
kl‘
‘2
k2 ‘
coefficients of CP,av
chord
drag coefficient
lift coefficient
moment coefficient
pressure coefficient
(f
E
Fresml integral
)
cos:(e’)2dc’
o
.
function concerning source strength
maximum descending rate
unit vector h x-direction
constants expressing wing inclination
——
6. NACA TN 2k67 ‘
free-stream Mach
velocity vector
nuniber
perturbation velocity vector
1 (x-@-(M2- l)[(Y - q)a+ (z - oq~2-~
S(G)
t
u
u, v
u’ ‘
v’
v
x
X’, y’
Y
surface
“ (fE??resnal integral )sing (6’)2 d~’ (see fig. 2)o
.
time
free-stream veloci~
characteristic coordinates
source location along u-axis
source location along v-sxis
veloci~ component
longitudinal tiS
transformed axes
spanwise
* 1/2
()(
Y=— %T-
mM*
axis
u, 1/2
)
vv\l/2
z
z=
vertical axis
in z-direction ‘
41
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.
‘2= -(%)”2*(~ -’J)’/2‘-;
.
[
k1M2
1,
l/2
q
‘3= a(~w -%%) + & Y12 -~
z=(%)’’2[~w-“)’/2‘ ii (~ - U’)’q
.
{
[.
.
1
l/2
2(D %~ Y2 + Y
( - %%) + ~
=--&vw,
F’
‘2=(%)”2H%-$/2=;
.
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.
()~ 1/2=—aj3IT
k1M2
1
1/2 yl ‘
- %%) + # Yf
F
(vw-k~y+i(::;g
a angle of attack or slope of streamline/.
E smplitude of angle of attack
“ (k/”)
9 =,J M2
A
Y~
Y2
Y3
am,n
-J.
.,
sweepback angle
()1constant — ,.P-k
()constant —~ik
constant
()*“
+ py)
.
source location al.&g z-axis
source location along y-axis
slope of diaphragm
amplitude of oscillation on diaphragm
xl
sourcp location slong x-axis (t-axis)
slope of bottom wing suiface
slope of top wing surface
coefficients for C
P
surface .
—— —...— — -—-—. —.— — — — — — .—
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.
T time interval
-4X-5)+’:T2 _
432
fi perturbation velocity potential
u)
-= VelOci@ per second
()UMcfrequency paremeter ~
l D
F) Ilrequencypsrameter tic
()3
Subscripts:
B bottom wing surface
D diaphragm, except in the case of drag coefficient CD
I imaginary part
R real part
T top wing surface
w wing
. .
.
— —.— ——
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APPENDIX B
kORMULAS USED IN SECOND METFOD
Formulas for Use with Equation (49)
e2.= 4-,4i@2(X - ~) - ~2y22(x -@)2+ ~id723(X - &)3+ ~G4724(X - =)4
731 72
‘4=—— M 71 [ 1
-hfi - h#72(x - @) + 2iZ3722(x’ - Q)2 + $ ~4y23(x - ky)3
(N732 72 2‘6=—— -w + 2iI#Y2(x - 1~) + ~4y22(x - @)2M2 71
d)4 72 5/2 __4 1732g8= — .—71 3$
. ———. —.-—.. —.——.-— —-.—— ,——- -.— —— ——— --———.
46
where
\
UMcti3=—
a~
73=& = =72
732 =
733 =
734 =
‘1,1 =
‘1,2 =
‘1,3 =
ul,4 =
b
NACA TN’2h.67
71
()
—73.5
72
.,
I 71
7(
3-2.&+; 73-g
T 73\2 )
( H7141 4 3+; 732‘~ ~ 734 -773 -g 73+& )
71
()
_73-$
Y2
.
Formulas for Use with Equations (50) and (53)
‘2(7172)
1/2(2)
( 3“ )@~2 -2 - ~ 731 “2( 7172)
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Formulas for Use,with
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.
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Figure l~.- Average pressure distribution over entire rectangular wing
tip (k = O) influenced by three-dimensional flow as it varies with
Mach number for ~ = 0, ~ = 0.2, kd ~ = 0.5.
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